
Although we live in the 21st century,
food poverty is still very real.
Nationwide, there are more food banks
than branches of McDonald’s and
London has the highest level of food
poverty in the country. According to a
report from the Mayor of London, more
than 2.3 million Londoners live below the
poverty line and 33% of adults have
skipped meals to save money so that
their children can eat.

During the 2020 lock-down,
Naomi Russell set up Food Bank Aid in
her garage. She spotted that food banks
worked in isolation from each other and
they rarely collaborated. By starting the
charity, she has ensured that food banks
ranging from Bushey to Camden
communicate, share resources and
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A Christmas 
message from 
Mr Serrão

I hope you will enjoy reading our
Autumn edition of Spotlight – it is such
a pleasure to remember the shared
experiences we have been able to enjoy
together throughout the autumn and to
be reminded that Christmas is the start
of new Hope.

We give thanks that our Lord is
producing in us great endurance
throughout the challenges that assail
us. We press in close to his presence,
and no matter what obstacles we share,
we will continue to choose wisdom and
joy.

I am very proud that despite
the continuing challenges and anxieties
of this term, our children and staff have
enjoyed being together as we returned
to the curriculum and some semblance
of normality. It is heart-warming to
witness our community coming
together in service of others with our
reverse Advent event. Many families
will experience a better Christmas
because of your generosity.

Thank you as always for your
support and understanding throughout
another amazing term. My prayer for
you all is that your homes be filled with
Love, Laughter and new Hope this
Christmas and may the season envelope
you in the comfort of family, friends,
and faith.

The Spotlight team
l .birrell@smsj.london (Co-ordinator)
c.muller@smsj.london (Secondary)
a.baikie@smsj.london (Primary)

A ‘reverse 

advent’…

request items from Food Bank Aid when
they’re running low. On Friday 11th
December, the Service Ambassadors in
Year 9 interviewed Naomi about the
important work the charity is doing.
Turn the page to find out more.

The charity ensures that food banks
communicate andshare resources
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In Japan, Christmas is still relatively new.
It's only been widely recognised for the
past couple of decades and is typically
seen as a time to spread joy and cheer, or
even a romantic couple's day, instead of a
religious holiday. Many order KFC for
Christmas dinner, or make reservation at
a restaurant, instead of cooking a big
feast. People in Slovakia enjoy carp for

Christmas Eve Dinner, but rather than
picking it up from the supermarket,
traditionalists let the fish live in the
bathtub for a couple of days before
preparing and eating it. Legend has it, the
scales bring luck and good fortune for the
coming year.

We take a look into how Christmas is celebrated worldwide, 
counting from the first to the twenty-fifth of December.
Words by Neriah, Y6.

Daniel and Rafi with their lockdown puppy, 
the brilliantly-named Humphry

How do people around 
the world
Celebrate Christmas?

In Germany, you can do your Christmas 
shopping with a mug of mulled wine in one 
hand and a bratwurst (sausage) in the other 
at festive outdoor markets. The sprawling 
seasonal markets pop up all over the country 
with artisans selling gifts for everyone on your 
list.

You thought coal in your stocking was 

bad? In Austria and Bavaria, St. 
Nicholas gives good kids gifts, while 
Krampus, the half-man, half-goat comes 
around to drag the bad ones away. In 
some places, men dress up as the scary 

character for a Krampuslauf, or 
“Krampus run" in which they parade 
through the streets to blow off steam 
and scare some kids back into line.

Singapore's Orchard Road shopping 
district buzzes with activity all year round 
but during the Christmas season, it 
twinkles with some of the most 
impressive decorations in the world. 
Residents also visit Gardens on the Bay 
for a jaw-dropping Christmas village 
display.

Not only does Iceland celebrate 13 days
before Christmas, children also get
presents from 13 different Santa Clauses,

or Yule Lads. Each of these lads has his own
different qualities and they can all be a bit
feisty. But if good children place their
shoes on the windowsill, the Yule Lads will
leave them little gifts. If they haven't
behaved all year, rotten potatoes show up
in their Crocs.



Happiest
moments from this 
term!



Daniel and Rafi with their lockdown puppy, 
the brilliantly-named Humphry

Aaron Douglas

Aaron Douglas was an American 
painter, i l lustrator and visual 
arts educator. He expanded his art career 
by creating murals and il lustrations that 
addressed social issues including 
racism and segregation in the US (United 
States).
Aaron Douglas wanted to call  attention to 
racism and segregation so he 
made murals, graphics and illustrations. 
He has many inspiring paintings such as 
let my people go, into bondage 
and aspiration. He made public murals to 
celebrate African-American experiences.

Inspiration by Aaron Douglas

Into bondage by Aaron Douglas

Let my people go by Aaron Douglas

He was born on the 26th of May 1899.He 
studied at the University of Nebraska-
Lincoln and Teachers College, 
Columbia university. Unfortunately, he 
died on the 2nd of February 1979, but his 
paintings are stil l on view around the 
world for instance the spencer museum 
of art-which is a museum in Lawrence, 
Kansas.

The Spencer Museum of Art

He was a major figure in the 
Harlem Renaissance (the Harlem 
Renaissance was a cultural comeback of 
African-American music, fashion, 
art, l iterature, dance, politics and 
theatre during the 1920s and 1930s) 
although lots of people today 
don’t recognise him as much. His first 
major commission was to i l lustrate Alain 
LeRoy Locke’s book, the new negro. 
Afterwards, he had many requests for 
graphics from the other Harlem 
Renaissance writers.

The new negro by Alain LeRoy Locke

One of his paintings can be found 
at the national gallery of art’s west 
building, American galleries. 
Another one of his bril liant 
paintings can be seen on display at 
gallery 900 of 
the Met's Lila Acheson wing for 
modern and contemporary art. Let 
my people go is also on view at 
the metropolitan museum.
Aaron Douglas’ paintings/graphics 
were worth a thousand words l ike 
the saying goes. All his paintings 
had a meaning, they had 
an impact, and they had 
an intention. He wanted racism 
and segregation to end. He 
wanted people to pay attention to 
the serious problems in the world.

By Thea Tran, Y5



In this edition, we turn our attention to 
The King of Ragtime.
Words by Anthony, Y6

What is Ragtime?
Ragtime is a type of music from the 1890s and 1920s, created by
African - Americans in Missouri (a state in America). There is no
clear definition for Ragtime although it is known for its steady
bass rhythms and more accessible and unusual melodies on
the piano. There are many instruments such as drums used
because of its African roots. Also, guitars were used to mimic the
bass notes of the piano.

Where did Ragtime originate from?
Did you know Jazz was developed from Ragtime? Some
similarities can be noticeable if you compare the two types of
music against each other. In addition, although Ragtime is an
American type of music, it is still recognised everywhere because
it is considered the root of all Jazz. Before Ragtime came to be,
some varieties were undeveloped versions of it. Some famous
examples are cakewalks, dances performed by black Americans
where the winning couple would be awarded a cake. It
was similar to rags as it had the same arrangement but was more
dance-like and spontaneous.

Scott Joplin

Why is Scott Joplin the King of Ragtime?

Scott Joplin is known for being the king of Ragtime
because of his successes at developing Ragtime, and he

was notable for creating an actual structure in Rag.People
first heard his music when he was in a bar, and one of his

friends (Louis Chauvin) played his song, Maple Leaf Rag.
There, he met a man who agreed to publish his first piece
of work. He came to fame as the King of Ragtime around
25 years following his death. Many of you might know his
song called “The Entertainer” because it is regularly played

on-air and television.

Songs to listen to:
Maple Leaf Rag and The Entertainer by Scott

Joplin
The Topliner Rag by Joseph Lamb
Frog Legs Rag by James Scott

More information about this genre can also
be read on BBC Bitesize at
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize


Invisible

Disabilities Words by Anthony, Y6

On a more serious note...

What is an invisible disability?
An invisible disability is a physical, mental or emotional impairment that isn’t normally too noticeable. Examples of some hidden 
disabilities include PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder, triggered by a traumatic event) and anxiety (which comes in many 
forms, the body’s natural response to stress). In this article, I’l l  be describing what PTSD and anxiety is, what their symptoms are 
and their treatment.

PTSD
PTSD (Post-Traumatic Stress Disorder) is a mental health disorder triggered by a traumatic event. Some symptoms include 
flashbacks, nightmares, uncontrollable thoughts about that event and severe anxiety. Most people who go through traumatic 
experiences have some difficulty coping and adjusting temporarily, but with enough good self -care and time, usually get 
better. Anybody could suffer from PTSD. Some celebrities have PTSD; for example, Ariana Grande, Shia LaBeouf and Lady Gaga. If 
your symptoms worsen, last for long periods of time (months or even years) and interfere with your functioning day-to-day, you 
may be suffering from PTSD.

It is best to get professional help as soon as you notice these symptoms develop to reduce symptoms and improve your daily 
function. Before getting treatment, a detailed assessment is carried out ensure you treatment is fitted with your individual 
needs. This process is carried out by you GP or specialist. You’re likely to be offered treatment if your symptoms for PTSD last
for more than 4 weeks or if your symptoms are severe. There are many mental health specialists who can help, such 
as psychological therapists, psychologists, community psychiatric nurses and psychiatrists.

Anxiety
Anxiety is your body’s natural response to stress; it’s completely normal to experience anxiety in your l ife. However, people with 
anxiety disorders have intense, excessive and persistent worry about everyday situations. Anxiety disorders can interfere with your 
daily activities and are difficult to control. Examples of anxiety disorders are generalised anxiety, social anxiety, and 
separation anxiety. You can have more than one anxiety disorder. Anxiety can affect anyone, including celebrities l ike Adele, Demi 
Lovato and Oprah Winfrey. Some symptoms of anxiety include trembling, having difficulty of controlling worry and wanting to 
avoid things that trigger anxiety. If your anxiety is extreme, last for long periods of time and interfere with your life, yo u most l ikely 
have an anxiety disorder.

Anxiety can be treated with medication or psychotherapy. Meeting with a therapist or psychologist can help you learn tools and 
strategies for you to use when anxiety occurs. Medication typically used for anxiety includes antidepressants and sedatives. They 
balance brain chemistry, prevent episodes of anxiety and ward of severe symptoms. There are also natural remedies to give a t ry 
if you have anxiety, l ike mediation, getting enough sleep and staying active.

Conclusion
The purpose of this article was to spread awareness about invisible 
disabilities and help educate people on PTSD and anxiety. I hope 
this has helped you learn more about it.

Useful Hotlines:
Childline: 0800 1111
Kooth: 020 3984 9337
Samaritans: 116 123



Daniel and Rafi with their lockdown puppy, 
the brilliantly-named Humphry

Staff

Spotlight
An interview Featuring Ildikó Toth Reception Teacher

Where did you grow up and go to primary 
school?
Although I am Hungarian, I did grow up in 
Slovakia, so I also finished my primary and 
secondary school in Slovakia.

How is primary school in Slovakia; how was it 

different from SMSJ?
The education system is totally different in the 
European countries and is based on the Prussian 
system. The Prussian system consisted of an 
eight-year course of primary education. The 

primary has a lower level just l ike KS1 and the 
higher level (just l ike KS2) which starts from year 
5.
Full- time education is compulsory for all children 
aged 6-18.
In KS1, one teacher is teaching the children for 4 
years. When they start year 5, they have got 
different teachers for the different subjects just 
l ike here in the secondary school.
The children get homework from all  subjects on 
daily basis and they need to tell  the teachers 
what they learned at home. They get different 
marks for their presentation from 1-5, or 5-1 
varying in different countries.School generally is 
from 8am-1pm there.

What did you like best about school - and what 
did you like least?
I really enjoyed my school years; it was fun, and I 
had lots of friends. Waking up in the morning was 
always hard because it was very early! What did 
I not l ike? Big celebrations when we were 
marching and doing productions for the wider 
community!

What made you decide to become a teacher?
My mum was a Nursery teacher, but I had not 
planned to become a teacher. I wanted to be a 
soldier or a lawyer. After my secondary school, 
I started to teach in the music school as an 
unqualified teacher; I loved it, so I decided to go 
to the university to become a teacher.

Did you do any other jobs before becoming a

teacher? I have another degree in economics, 
but I have never had another job than teaching.

Have you always taught in EYFS/KS1?
No, I have taught children in Year 5-8, so they 

were 11-15 years old. I have also taught different 
year groups in KS1 and KS2 in the UK, too.

And if so, what do you love about the early 

years? I love that The EYFS give us teachers more 
freedom and creativity to what we can apply 
during the teaching process.

Do you have any hidden talents or hobbies?
I am a qualified art teacher, so I l ike drawing 
and making Lino cuts. I l ike numerology and 
graphology too.

Are there any Christmas traditions in Hungary 
which are different from here?

The most important day of Christmas is 
Christmas Eve (24th December). The nuclear 
families sit together to celebrate, to have a feast 

and they open their presents on that evening. 
Religious people go to the church at midnight. On 
Christmas Day and Boxing Day we visit relatives 
and friends and have parties.

And finally, what are you planning to do for 

Christmas this year? I am going home to see my 
family, my friends, have nice and relaxing time 
with them and enjoy the snow in the dry, cold 
weather where the temperature can be minus 10 
or even -15 degrees!



Staff 
Spotlight

An Interview featuring with Mr Forro (Y3 Teacher)

Where did you go to primary school? Was it 
anything like SMSJ?
I went to a school called St Aubyn's. I didn't 
like it very much. SMSJ is a much better 
school!

What was your favourite subject at school?
I loved History, RS and Art in equal measure.

What was your first ever job?
My first job was as office boy, helping 
various people with tasks when they needed 
extra help.

How did your career go after that?
I eventually became a recruitment 
consultant and found jobs for people who 
wanted to work in finance. I was quite good 
at it and eventually started my own business 
called Ingram Mayet. Eventually, I sold it, but 
it is still around today. I actually sold it to one 
of the old 'dragons' from Dragon's Den (but 
not on the actual show!)

What made you decide to get into 
teaching?
After deciding to leave recruitment I took a 
bit of time off to assess my options. 
Eventually, I chose to do a PGCE and become 
a teacher. I loved school and thought that I 
may have something to offer as a teacher. It 
is a very hard job, but I find it so rewarding. 
Days flash by. It was a very good decision.

What schools have you taught at?
I've taught at a school called Brooklands in 
East Finchley and Monken Hadley in High 
Barnet.

Can you think of your funniest moment/story 
as a teacher?
I was once asked by a student when I was born. 
I said ‘73. They then asked me whether it was 
1873 or 1973?!

And Lastly, could you tell us 
your favourite: food / singer / movie / books?

Food - Ribeye steak
Singer - Michael Jackson
Movie - Gladiator
Book - Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy

Mr Forro, our Year 3 Hope 
class teacher and History Lead, had 
a colourful career as an office boy and a 
recruitment consultant before entering the 
wonderful world of teaching. We had a chat 
with him about his childhood, career path 
and favourite things...



This year, we have seven new teachers 
across our Primary phase at SMSJ.
Let’s get to know them a little better...

Miss Hennessy - Reception Service

Where were you before SMSJ and how did you come to join us?
My name is Miss Hennessy and I teach in Reception Service. I am from Ireland but I haven’t lived there in a
very long time. I previously taught in SMSJ a few years ago in Year 1 and Reception. I decided to return after
4 lovely years teaching in Abu Dhabi which is in the UAE. Abu Dhabi was an amazing place to live and teach. I
got to do and see lots of exciting things such as visit the tallest building in the world, the Burj Khalifa,
exploring the deserts on a desert safari spotting camels and gazelles and so much more.

What do you like most about SMSJ?
Even though I loved teaching abroad, I missed SMSJ and I am so happy to be back. I am even back in my old
classroom. SMSJ was always a welcoming school which celebrates diversity and I’m glad to see it sti l l is.

Where were you before SMSJ?
I am from Galway in Ireland. I graduated from Mary Immaculate College in Limerick in 2019 with 

a Bachelor's degree in Education. I taught in Ireland for two years and I moved over to London in June.

What do you like most about SMSJ?
What I l ike most about SMSJ is how friendly all  the staff are – everyone has been really welcoming and 
helpful.

Miss Gannon - 2 Wisdom

Miss Knapp - 2 Service

Where were you before SMSJ?
Having grown up in London, I always knew that’s where I wanted my first teaching post to be. I completed
my training at Leeds Beckett University and spent 3 years there in a variety of different schools. This is my
first job as a qualified Early Careers Teacher.

What do you like most about SMSJ?
My favourite thing about SMSJ is the sense of community the school harvest, not only from other staff but
also from the children’s adults too.

Mr Parsons - 4 Service

Where were you before SMSJ?
I was in a completely different career for 10 years before going into teaching. This is my first job as an Early
Careers Teacher after completing my post grad at UCL.

What are your hobbies away from school?
I’m a big football fan and go to see my team Coventry City play home and away as often as I can. I also
love watching films and going to the theatre.

What has been your highlight of your first term?
It has to be getting to know my class. What a great bunch they are!

New Arrivals!



Name & Class: Miss Gaskell – 4 Hope

Where were you before SMSJ?
I came from a school in New Zealand where I have been teaching for the last four years, 
after studying down in the South Island of New Zealand.
I love exploring the sights as London is massive compared to anything back home and snow 
skiing any chance I can get.

What has been your highlight of your first term?
Meeting my wonderful Year 4 class!

Name & Class: Mr Yeorghaki - 5 Service

Where were you before SMSJ?
Before SMSJ, I was teaching in another local school. Going further back, I previously worked as a 
course organiser at a London University.

What are your hobbies away from school?
I’m part of a book club which means I’m always reading to make sure I’ve finished the book 
before meeting up with my friends to discuss it. I also l ike hiking in the countryside, or even just 
taking a long walk through the Royal Parks or along the Thames.

What has been your highlight of your first term?
We’ve had some fantastic Science lessons in 5 Service which have been great fun, and I know the 
class have enjoyed them too!

Name & Class: Mr Furcovici (‘Mr F’) – 6 Hope

Where were you before SMSJ?
Depends how far back we go!
Studied History at university, focusing on pirates and naval history for the most part, after which I 
completed my teacher training. I have taught in all  sorts of different schools and places before SMSJ, 
from Year 1 to Year 6 children.

What are your hobbies away from school?
My hobbies change regularly, almost on some sort of rota. They range from writing stories, 
sketching, drawing, painting, archery, axe throwing, playing video games, watching fi lms, and 
cooking.

How has your first term at SMSJ been?

So far so good. I have enjoyed getting to know the staff and students.



Anti-bullying week 

poem:

One Kind Word
This poem has been made by Mara in Y6 especially for 
anti-bullying week and its theme, one kind word. 
Hopefully this poem encourages readers to always be 
kind, and not to bully.

"One kind word,
Is like a tweet of a bird,
Pleasant to listen,
Like a diamond's glisten.

Anti-bullying week,
For kindness we should seek,
Bullying must not repeat,
For if we're kind, bullying we will beat.

Care, love and hope,
Like being loosened from a rope,
Compassion, wisdom and service,
Will stop us from being nervous.

Tell a trusted adult,
Then there will be a good result,
Tell your friend or an ambassador and you will see
From your stress you will be free.

Kindness is a healing power,
It's like a relaxing shower,
And trust me,

One kind word is the key,
So please, be kind today,

And always think of something nice to say."



Sports news
Swimming lessons return and the debut of the SMSJ 

Dance Troupe!

The Return of the SMSJ Football Team

During the Autumn term, we were
very excited for our Year 4 pupils
to attend swimming lessons
at Copthall Leisure Centre. Unlike
in previous years, each class
attended a two-week intensive
course of lessons, which saw some
fantastic results in terms of
swimming ability and water
confidence!

Like many other events, the
Barnet Schools Football
League was postponed last
year due to Covid-
19. However, this year it
returns which means our Year
6 footballers will once again be
competing in a range of
competitions. Later in the
year, we are hoping to enter
additional tournaments with
our Girls’ team as well as a
host of other sporting
activities in borough-wide
competitions.

Our Boys’ football team has a
proud history in these local
competitions, having tasted much
success in recent times. As
recently as 2018, we were the
champions of the Munro Shield
having gone an entire league
season unbeaten, as well as
qualifying for the final rounds of a
nationwide schools’ competition.
Mr McHugh and Mr Rowe are
very excited to see the team
return to action over the coming
months – watch out for an update
on results in the next edition of
Spotlight!

Monday 13th December
St Vincent’s v SMSJ – Martin Cup

More to follow in January –March!

Upcoming Fixtures

The SMSJ Dance Troupe (above):
Back row: L-R: Tallulah,
Mariah, Daria, Ravae, Leora,Rima.
2nd row L-R: Marley, Noa, Ghita,
Lejla, Era, Franklin
Front row L-R: Hania, Aliyah,
Maya, Aiona, Annabella
A group of talented dancers from
SMSJ Primary have been brought
together by Miss Brewster
and Mr Rowe to create a new
SMSJ Dance Troupe. The team will
be dancing their way to a Barnet
Schools Dance Festival in March
2022

Having missed 
their swimming lessons in Year 4, 
we are delighted that our Year 
5’s will also get 
this opportunity next term, 
with their lessons beginning 
after February half-term.



Our favourite
children's books

Lynsey Corkhill
Reception Wisdom Teacher and EYFS Lead

The Gruffalo by Julia Donaldson
A book that highlights that being brave can help you conquer many
challenges. 

A book that has fantastic illustrations and one that I have shared w
ith my young nieces and nephew, 
as well as all of the classes I have taught. 
I was even the teacher of Reception Gruffaloes a few years ago!

Caitlin Chappell
Year 1 Service Teacher

The Magic Faraway Tree by Enid Blyton
The Magic Faraway Tree itself was always such an exciting 
setting; there was so much mystery surrounding each new 
adventure the children would go on. I love the way you are 
able to visualise the magic. With such great detail  in the 
writing, I wished I could climb the magical ladder to go to the 
faraway lands with them!

Mrs Baikie
Year 1 Wisdom Teacher

Borka by John Burningham
Borka is a goose born to Mrs and Mrs Plumpster, who is the only 
one of her seven siblings with no feathers. As her brothers and 
sisters learn to swim and fly off to warmer climates, poor Borka is 
forgotten and left behind. But little does she know, her adventure 
is just beginning... This is a wonderful tale of triumph over 
adversity, particularly special for children who live in London, as it 
ends with Borka living in Kew Gardens amongst geese of all  shapes 
and sizes.

Ildiko Toth
Reception Hope Class Teacher

Monkey Puzzle by Julia Donaldson
Monkey Puzzle is a clever, funny and charming tale of a 
young monkey who has lost his mummy. He searches 
through the jungle for her with the help of a friendly 
butterfly. The book is i l lustrated so very well with 
vibrant colours and end to end pictures that you have so 
much to explore if you introduce reading really young.

Olivia Knapp
Year 2 Service Teacher

The Tiger Who Came to Tea by Judith Kerr
A lovely book with colourful, bright il lustrations. The story lin
e is easy for younger children to follow but is stil l exciting an
d allows you to be fully immersed in the story. 
It also has some funny moments and makes you wonder wh
at you would do if a tiger came to your house for tea!

Janae Gaskell
Year 4 Hope Teacher

The Rainbow Fish by Marcus Pfister
An older book with stunning il lustrations of the deep blue. It 
focuses on being kind and sharing with others, and how it makes 
us fee, spreading kindness. It always ends with a great discussion 
on how we can help others around us and make everyone 
feel special.

Vicky Hennessy
Reception Service Teacher

Elmer by David McKee
It is a great book which highlights that being different is 
ok and shows how you can learn to love your 
individuality and not just blend in with the crowd.

Ian Dalziel
Primary Deputy Head

Rooftoppers by Katherine Rundell
The descriptions, characters, cliff-hanger moments and fantastic 
writing style throughout this book always has children on the edge 
of their seats. It's the book, more than any other, that when I've 
got to the end of that lesson's reading has consistently resulted in 
the biggest collective groan, as the class always want to read more 
and find out what happens next!

Luke Patterson
Primary Deputy Head
Into the Forest by Anthony Browne
The illustrations in the book are unique and engaging and capture t
he mood of the book.
There has been great skill to incorporate and weave in traditional t
ales into this highly engaging book.
The ending of the book always puts a smile on my face.

Sharon Gauci
Year 1 Teacher and Primary Assistant Head

Mixed by Aree Chung
I love the simple but very effective storyline in this book. It
can be highly engaging for younger children but also discuss
ion provoking for older ones. I love the simple but very effe
ctive storyline in this book. 
It can be highly engaging for younger children but also discu
ssion provoking for older ones.



Speaking of books...

School Library books notices!!

The Library at Bennett House is proving popular with students and
we want to ensure that they have a wide selection of books to
choose from. With this in mind, we are asking that all library
books which were borrowed before the start of the school
term, in September 2021, are returned to us as soon as possible and
no later than Friday 7th January 2022.

Please check at home to see if you can locate any school library books.
If they are not returned by the deadline of Friday 7th January we will
be writing to parents to ask them to pay a fee to replace
any lost library books

It is important that library books are returned so that other
students can read them. Also as some of them are part of a series
or are our popular titles we need to make sure that they are found
or replaced.

Books can be returned to the Library from Monday to 
Thursday during break or lunchtime.

Scholastic Book Club
We will shortly be launching the Scholastic Book Club as part of our
mission to promote literacy and a love of reading amongst our
students at SMSJ.

Scholastic Book Clubs offer hundreds of quality children’s books for 
you to purchase at competitive prices. From beloved classics to the 
latest bestsellers, there are books to get every child excited about 
reading. There is no obligation to order, but for every £1 that parents 
spend on a school’s Book Club order Scholastic donate 20p in FREE 
BOOKS back to the school library.

For more information about how the scheme is run please visit
https://shop.scholastic.co.uk/bookclubs/parents

Volunteers wanted to help in our library and to read with children.
If you are interested, please email Ms Casey vcasey@smsj.london

mailto:vcasey@smsj.london


Bala-Bala
100 g plain flour
25 g rice flour
1 tsp salt
½ tsp black pepper
½ tsp ground coriander
2 cloves garlic (chopped)
1 egg (whisked)
100 g carrots (cut into sticks)
50 g beansprouts
100 g cabbage (shredded)
1 spring onion (chopped)
75 ml water
100 ml sunflower oil for frying

Method:
1.Mix plain flour, rice flour, salt, 
black pepper, coriander and water, 
mix to create a thick paste.
2.Add egg and vegetables. Mix 
together.
3.Heat the oil in the wok. Put a 
spoonful of mixture into hot oil, fry 
until golden brown.
4.Serve hot. If you are brave, try 
eating it with a bite of naga chilli.

What’s cooking?

Do you have a favourite recipe? 
Perhaps one that you have created 
yourself or even a family recipe that 
has been passed down through 
generations.

Let us know and we’ll feature it in our 
next edition.
l.birrell@smsj.london

Our top recipes from this term...

Chinese 
Tomato Egg Stir-
Fry (serves 3-4)
3 tomatoes (or equal portion of 
baby tomatos)
4 eggs
1/2 teaspoon salts
4 spoons of sunflower oil (or other 
oil)
- 1/4 cup of water

Method:
1.Crack eggs in a bow and use 
chopsticks/whisk to mix. Wash and 
chop tomatoes (peeled tomatos if you 
l ike) into dice.
2.Heat the pan with 2 spoons of oil, 
add the eggs to make 
scrambled eggs. Transfer the eggs to a 
plate when ready.
3.Heat the same pan with 2 
spoons oil, then add diced tomatoes. 
Stir fry until  tomato sauce comes out. 
Add 1/4 cup of water and mix.
4.Add scrambled eggs into the pan 
when the tomato sauce starts to make 
bubbles. Add 1/2 teaspoon salt and 
mix everything together. Cook for 1-2 
minutes until  the tomatoes are 
completely soft. Serve in a deep 

plate.
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